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On the Anvil ....

Pathashaala Thread

Pathashaala has completed five years.

Contents

The long gestation from 2001 when the land was purchased, to 2010, was a period of
introspection and for defining the ground that the campus would be built on. Completing
five years with a sense of well-being and visible movement each year has seen the school
and the related activities experiencing the logical pressure for growth and 'more'.
Discussions have been initiated around the need for a Senior Learning Space, and for space
to hold Outreach programmes. With Dorm and Living spaces at present designed for 150
residents, our biggest challenge in the immediate future would be how to creatively deal
with the question of numbers to be accommodated in the school. As a perceptive LE says,
'Development does not just mean improving one's surroundings, but developing one's
inner self through the changes in the environment.'
As this e-magazine reveals, the school community continues to dialogue and to reflect
around diverse aspects of mindful living and environment-sensitive issues, ideas and
solutions. We have taken a definitive step forward with the initiative to bring millets and
slow food into our menu and eating practices in a serious and sustainable manner. The
initial step is the attempt to grow most of the community's food. The next step would be to
organically connect agriculture to our curriculum and frames of learning.
The A level programme as it is visualized at present will grow to a full maturity with about 25
students over the next two years. The presence of senior learners who appreciate the
culture and contribute to it, will be valuable to stabilize the school community. Educator
learners have begun to participate in a programme of ongoing learning. Extending such a
programme for more teachers is an idea that seems ready to evolve.
The Outreach while seeking to envision its work in education beyond project mode
is beginning to work with food, seeds and farmers.
The Study Centre offers a quiet ambience for reflecting on deeper questions for students,
parents and visitors. Steps are being taken to evolve a programme for Retreats.
Pathashaala hopes to continue its journey with a growing community who work with
a sense of cooperation, initiative and depth, recognizing that 'you are the world '.

G. Gautama,
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The A Level Programme
Programme Of Autonomous Learning

Art by Maheev, VIII Grade

Tree in a Concrete Jungle
A tree provides shelter for many birds in the midst of a concrete jungle. The A level Programme Of
Autonomous Learning provides a great educational experience for birds like us. Who came back for this
programme on August 15, 2015.
Our frame of learning is different from that of the other classes. It encourages each Learner-Educator to
explore self- driven learning in his/her own way. It allows a flexible, explorative time of 2.5-3 years with
light guidance from the Educator- Learners.
This programme allows a lot of freedom that comes with responsibility. Each one of us has the complete
freedom to take initiative in almost any area of school functioning, but it comes with the responsibility of
doing things wholeheartedly and in harmony with the atmosphere of the school. Planning our week is
also another challenge of freedom with responsibility!
We take initiative in diverse areas. We help with the maintenance, work in the garden, assist in the library,
take classes for the younger ones and also help with dorm parenting. This leads to active participation in
co-holding this place. One could say our learning is certainly not restricted to the classroom.
Our programme regularly stretches as far as Chennai - and to Delhi as well! Psychology [the subject] is
facilitated by a practicing Clinical and Neuropsychologist from Delhi. We visit Chennai each fortnight for
meaningful dialogue and insights into our lives through interacting with people at Vasanta Vihar and
soaking in the ambience. We also deepen our academic learning in Chennai – we have interacted with a
range of amazing people from IIT-M: Dr. Sundararajan, Dr. Milind Bramhe, Dr. Suresh Babu, Dr. Vinitha
Thampi and Dr.Arvind Sivaramakrishnan, and also visit the Anna Library. Thsi time we had a chance to
interact with Mr. Venky Natarajan, Managing Partner, Lok Capital, and our own Padmavathy Akka. There
are also academic resource people who come to Pathashaala. Professor M.V.N. Murthy from the IMSc has
been kind enough to come once a fortnight and interact with us on various aspects of Physics. There is
also room right now to dream up new areas of learning, because the schedule allows for this possibility.
We have started thinking of subject-based trips; but also, it seems possible just to follow an interesting
line of thought.
All these aspects are woven together to form a colourful canvas of learning that is opening out new
avenues for us. This tree of autonomous learning nurtures its birds and reveals to them a life of
meaningful possibilities.
A. N. V. Sreevishnu, Saahithi Sanjana, Surya Prahasith
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The A Level Programme : Tree in a Concrete Jungle…
Back at Last
`Back at Last’…these three words reverberated in my brain and these were the words that danced on my lips and thumped in my heart…it was
the moment I had been waiting for…August 15th 2015. I hadn’t in the previous month worried much about my ‘higher’ education. But slowly, as
the date for the results approached, pictures of Pathashaala floated in my mind, assuring me of my choices, and I decided, without further
contemplation, to stay. I knew then, in that fraction of a second, how much I was part of this place, and the place was part of me. I smiled, as I
stepped out of the car. I was back in Pathashaala: the place I loved.
Navya Iyer Kannan

First time in Pathashaala
This is my first time in Pathashaala and I have had a truly fabulous experience in the past two months. I feel this is a place where you can learn to
live your life to its fullest extent. The reason I chose to be here is because of the A Level Programme, which is grouped with self study, taking
initiative, analyzing and experimenting with learnings, thinking out of the box, and evolving contexts of learning and teaching that interest me.
All these aspects make learning more productive and effective, and I will retain my learning throughout my life. As one of the senior LEs here,
taking responsibility is another thing I am learning, and as Krishnamurti said, ‘Freedom is responsibility’. I can sense the strong freedom of
individuality inside me.
Ashra Praghmitha

A Period of Transition
A level is a period of transition from childhood to adulthood. At A Level, we are learning what freedom is. This freedom is not about choice: it is
teaching me how to take decisions. Freedom is the space to learn. It cannot be given or taken. It can only be learnt. Time does not matter – but it
does involve struggling with fear, because you are stepping into the unknown. It feels good that I am scared that I am stepping into the
unknown because I have realized that I am scared. As I realize that I am scared, I cease to be afraid. I have chosen to do my A Levels in this school
for this reason.
T. D. Ramadas

Alone, Autonomous
I’m back at Pathashaala. I had to be, driven by the unwillingness to leave the place. This place provides room for any ‘self’. I say this because I
think the best way to be happy always is to learn being happy alone. That way, so-called company would be a matter of choice and not a
necessity. Thinking of friends my age at home, they’re leading a mechanical life. Pathashaala is different, telling me to stand alone and to face
life. So to put it concisely, A Level = Autonomous Level = A Learning Encouraging Variety, Extending Life-long
Surya Prahasith
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A chance to be human

The A Level Programme : Tree in a Concrete Jungle…

The world is rapidly running towards knowledge, systems and perfection. A negligible percentage of the population runs towards practicality
and simplicity. This change has been the pulse of the complexity of modern times. The modern times have promised the world that it should see
itself as never before - structured, systematic, with cut out roles for individuals - a direction, the promise of development.
It has delivered everything; everyone aspires for a routine day-to-day schedule, can persevere for a cut-out career and increased productivity.
The last one is called specialization. This will make us experts in a particular job, bringing our capacity close to that of machines. Not only our
capacities, but every aspect of our life is mechanical; even social life runs along trends. These very promises have drained our feelings, dreams
and hopes out of us, converting us to perfection-zombies, instead of allowing us to be human.
This school is the moon of self-sustaining systems and self-regulation, among the stars of mechanical, externally guided systems. This has
struck an inner chord in me. Pathashaala does not target perfection. (Pathashaala is not perfect; it would not be Pathashaala if it were.) But it has
moulded together the opportunity for me to decide my life. A Level is just a bigger step in this aspect, magnifying self-regulation,independence
and a sense of humanness. In the war between perfection and humanness, humanness has stuck with me. That is why I am here. Chockalingam

Taking initiative
It is a golden opportunity for me to come back to Pathashaala for my A levels. Pathashaala in these four years has had diverse things to offer me.
The A level Programme is a greater level of the same.
A Level teaches me how to hold freedom with responsibility. It allows me not to misuse it. Given the freedom, there is a lot of space for initiatives
that help in co-holding the atmosphere of the school.
Initiatives are a major part of the A level programme. This kind of space is not given in any other school. Initiatives make me search for
responsibilities. This results in holistic learning, not just academic.
This programme in Pathashaala is about the coexistence of academic learning, learning about myself, learning about eco friendly living and
understanding the meaning of education. Pathashaala has always had something special to offer.
A.N.V.Sreevishnu

Autonomous Learning
LIFE. To me it means learning. Not passing exams. Pathashaala is a community of ELs, LEs, NTS [non-teaching staff]. We interact, learn, solve
problems, share feelings, memories, experiences. There is a relationship between us. I am not taught to achieve something; I am advised to
explore the possibilities of learning. The youngest of these explorations is the A Level Programme, and the greatest of the opportunities is
autonomous learning. We assume different responsibilities, and also give a supporting hand to the ELs. The A Level Programme is setting us on
the right course and guiding us in the right track, not to a destination, but to live as an intelligent being.
J. Charan
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The choice of autonomous learning

The A Level Programme : Tree in a Concrete Jungle…

When I had been struggling to be in the routine schools, Pathashaala gave me a choice, four years ago. The reason why Pathashaala has
continued to be my choice after Grade X is because of the numerous and diverse doors it has opened up for me, and the valuable things it has
offered. Pathashaala has always been a unique school, but the concept of autonomous learning is what made me come back. This programme,
unlike the mainstream schools, gives one the opportunity to be self-driven and self-regulated. This programme is not just constrained to
academics. It not only encourages one to actively participate in taking decisions for oneself but also in taking initiatives in all aspects of school
life. It gives me the freedom to be responsible for myself, and therefore for Pathashaala.
Saahithi Sanjana
EL: Educator - Learner
LE: Learner - Educator

All cartoons for this article have been drawn by Siddharnt Baroth - Grade X

Programme of Autonomous Learning -A Light Touch: Notes
The programme attempts a frame for each A level learner to be deeply self-directed in her/his engagement
with the academic subjects chosen; it also endeavours to provide scope for holistic education with many
opportunities and spaces to engage and to explore with a sense of leisure.
Notes:
l All compulsory subjects [English + 3 optional subjects; 7 options in all] on offer have Subject
Facilitators (SFs).
l The programme runs for two and a half to three years to provide scope for lateral explorations and for
leisure. There are 2 hours/half a day per week of Subject Facilitation Time for academic inputs by each
SF, and an hour of SF-Guided Time [for clearing doubts / other formal explorations into the unit.]
l All Experiments / Visits / Projects / Portfolios / Subject-based teamwork would be facilitated on a
weekly basis as envisaged.
l There are fortnightly visits to VasantaVihar for an enquiry into K's teachings and subject-related inputs
in Chennai Institutes / elsewhere [guided/facilitated by Gautama and SFs].
l There is an available time-frame for visits to places of academic interest.
l There is time for scheduling any 'Caring for the Community' work of interest
l The Time Table flows along with the timetable of the rest of the school.
l The frame of the assessment [both Diagnostic and Summative] follows the pattern of the rest of the
school. However all Assessments /Reports would not only include but give weightage to the self
assessment of the LEs.
l Subject-facilitators co-plan weekly modules with the LEs and also negotiate units according to
individual readiness.
l There is a Year Plan that SFs have evolved, to effectively facilitate the syllabus.

Integrating the schedule of the A Level LEs in the
weekly timetable of the school has allowed for LEs to
l
l
l
l
l
l

participate in school events
plan their weekly schedule effectively
participate in Hobbies and Activities
interact and learn from peers
plan A-level programmes / field trips
to take more active roles in co-holding Pathashaala
Sumitra M. Gautama
Coordinator-Academics & Outreach
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Life at Pathashaala
Ssssssnake!
There was a snake inside the teacher's quarters; Anna came and took out the snake. One of them touched it and I
was about to touch it but Anna stopped me. After he took the snake out, I asked him why he did not let me touch
the snake and he told me that the bottom of the snake went blue and it was perhaps because it got aware of my
hand. If I had gotten closer it would have bitten me. I learnt that animals are more aware of their surroundings
than humans.
By Vivek, Grade VII

Love at first sight...
I really enjoy every single moment in Pathashaala. I even enjoyed the way I joined
this school. I was six years old when I first visited the school and the moment I
entered the school I saw the trees moving their branches, the birds chirping, the
cool breeze passing through... that moment I decided to come to this place. I was
always waiting to come here.
By Mahathi, Grade VI

Vad a food!
In food, I love VADA... people call me the Vada Girl! The first day I
came to Pathashaala I ate seven vadas! The one who was serving
was shocked and soon the news spread! From then on I have been
addressed as the Vada Girl.
I enjoy eating vada.
I always ask Akka to make vada and vada for today or tomorrow...
I beg people to give me vadas if they don't like it…
By Darpana, Grade VII

Guess what?!
Place that is full of nature
And the place I love
The birds chirp or sit on trees
Happy place where I live
At this moment I feel pleasant
Some place where we learn
Highway very far
Akkas helping us learn
At the same time doing workshops
Love is between ourselves
Affectionate teachers
By Tharun, Grade VII
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Life at Pathashaala
The long road to realization…
Once, when I was in fifth grade, I was walking to the games field. It was a cloudy, calm and pleasant day. As I was walking, I heard somebody gasping for
breath. I turned back and got a shock! The terror of my life was catching up with me; a towering, well-built seventh grader. He came running and stopped
next to me. I got terrified. This boy had been bullying me for the past two months, resisting any defence on my side. If I tried to complain, he would make it
backfire by lying. Life was hell with him. As I was finding some way to avoid him in my mind, he came closer to me. I moved away from him. Then he came
even closer to me.
I asked him politely, “Could you please move?”
“Why should I?” he thundered.
This is it, I thought. He came closer to me and I was pushed to the grass. Whenever I tried getting back to the path, he kept pushing me back saying,
“Maintain independent bodies!” After sometime he let me get back to the path. Then he started pinching me. Not so hard as to make a mark, but painful.
There was nobody around at that time. When somebody came he stopped pinching, waited for the person to pass, and then continued pinching. After a
while, we reached the games field. I ran to an EL and cried my heart out. He looked me over and could not find any mark. And the boy came and said he had
only been mildly teasing me. He got off with a mild reprimand. No action was taken!
When I reflect on this incident two years later, when I myself am in seventh grade, I find it odd. The fear of being bullied by LEs two years elder to me, still
resides in my heart. Now when I think about my relationship with the ninth grader [he is still in school], I still get the same feeling. When I examine my
feelings, I see that the fear comes from groupism. If one person is a bully, I am scared of opposing him thinking that his group will collectively go against me
and convince the ELs. After reflecting upon just one incident that occurred two years ago, I realise the truth of that incident now. I am now trying hard to be
rid of that fear.
By Krishanaraj, Grade VII

What's your opinion?
Football is crazy or Football crazy?
At Pathashaala, football is a craze. Every time at least more than five teams play the game and almost every game there is at least one injury. All age groups
play football together - starting from fifth grade to the A-levels. If any of us want to be a player, we can flourish (at least in my case). For me, before I came
here I did not know most of the rules because in my old school nobody older bothered to teach us what a penalty is; where to kick, etc. After I joined this
school, I developed my skills. I now have improved in running, football and Frisbee. I really owe it to my seniors who taught me to play a professional game;
they taught me how to ask for a pass, to not be scared of the ball, to tackle the best way. Pathashaala has many such people who are ready to help and help
you reach your goal.
By Kanishk, Grade VII
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Life at Pathashaala
My First Day at Pathashaala
My father backed the car into the small parking area. I looked out the window at this new strange place. I got a big shock. I had originally thought that
Pathashaala would be a dry, dull place, but I saw something which made me think again. I saw trees and greenery everywhere, and loud birds quarrelling in
the trees. Flowers were blooming everywhere. My family and me dreamily walked along, drinking in all this beauty when we met an Anna walking along the
office. “Hello!” he called and spoke a while with us, then sent us off to the dining hall (currently the assembly hall). After lunch we attended the term-end
programme. It was a brilliant experience and at the end of the day I made up my mind “I am going to study here.” So my journey of learning began with many
hardships and joys. It is still going on…
By Arjun, Grade VII

Should it have been a goal?

Enjoying my life…

Once during the games period, I was the goalkeeper while playing
football. I saw one girl player pushing another a little further away and
I thought to myself how often I have asked them not to be so careless;
that they will get hurt and cry for their mistakes. Just then, my friend hit
a goal and I went, “Che! I made a mistake bothering about others and
I missed a goal!”
By Likhith, Grade VI

I first entered Pathashaala in the month May. Then I started staying in Pathashaala
in June. I felt the same anyone would feel when they are new to a school.
The first thing that troubled me was friends. I was scared; was I going to have any
friends? I got the answer in the month of July when the school started. I had lots of
friends.

The lesson…

The thing that kept me wondering was being independent. I had never been so
independent in my life. I always had my mother and brother to help me out. The
day came when I had to become independent. It was very difficult initially. But
after a few days, I found out that being independent was not a difficult job.

What I learnt at Pathashaala is that honesty is indeed the best policy.
By Pravan, Grade VI

I was also curious about the library at Pathashaala. To my surprise, the library was
an amazing place. It had lots of books. To be honest, I love reading.

A few of my favourite things…

The teachers here are amazing. We call them Akkas or Annas. They are together
called ELs. They seem to find the speciality of all the children here. That is why they
are amazing.

Life at Pathashaala has taught me about nature and how to survive in a
particular environment. It has taught me how to survive with insects,
animals, small creatures, etc. Here, in Pathashaala, there are no flush
toilets, only dry ones. We have everything food, books, sports,
knowledge, art, nature, pottery, weaving, conversations with Gautama
Anna, pump-bath, rules, library, etc.
By Siddharth K.C., Grade VI

I love the food they give here; it is very tasty. I feel so comfortable with the food.
As I am writing I see people talking, writing, I hear pages being turned, the sound
of fan; I feel air in my face. Pathashaala is an amazing place. Every day I see lots of
butterflies. I see lots of smiling faces. Also sometimes I feel as if I am one of the
oldest students here, but I am not.
At games I mostly play football. It is fun to play it. I enjoy my life at Pathashaala.

By Shreya, Grade V
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Changing the colours of life...

Life at Pathashaala

I was just looking outside the classroom window on a rainy day while I was also day dreaming, to use a better word,
thinking about rural areas and cities with their smoke, pollution and the need of greenery in the world. And then it
struck me this picture outside my window expresses it all. Would we all being citizens of Pathashaala and India want
more greenery on earth and make it blue and green instead of blue and grey? Well, I would.
By Yashica, Grade VI

When I joined

Deep reflections..

the car, I thought I would'nt be

I really like observing things in class; it's normally great fun. The week before the checkpoint everybody was playing
around, having fun. Even I was. I was not studying, playing around and I had forgotten how hard the Milestone had
been for me, especially Hindi.

Pathashaala…
The moment I stepped out of
homesick and I wouldn't cry,
that everything would be okay,
but that was false. In fact, before
you join a boarding school, you

So one day, while I was doing nothing, I suddenly remembered that the Checkpoints were to start in two days. I got
into a rush never realising that I shouldn't, because if I put pressure on myself then I will not understand anything. Then
the last night before the Checkpoint, I realised that I wasn't paying attention to myself, others and my surroundings

boarding schools are for bad

So I took a deep breath and said, “Nothing is going to happen. Everything will be fine.”

children.

The next day went smooth. It has been raining a lot and the experience of helping two people clean the learning space
for peopleus walk safely on a Checkpoint day, was completely new to me.

But Pathashaala is a different

Everyday has been a new day to me because of the kind of experiences I've got in my head. The kind of people I've met
is just amazing.This life is different from any other life you can ever imagine. It surprises me how spoilt we are in cities
because if you see people in cities they are always on the phone, never really paying attention to other people. We
really learn how to stand up for ourselves here. Coming to this place is a rare opportunity because this place is raising
awareness in us. The amount of animal species here is very surprising because you might not get an opportunity
elsewhere to see the kinds of birds and rare things.

things closely. After my first day

“Life is not about waiting for the

This place has made me strong and I've never felt like this before. I am learning to stand up for myself.

storm to pass; it's about learning

In my previous school we never really had art but I am so happy at least here they are encouraging us to be what we
want. I love the backdrop of our living spaces. I love the schedule. Sitting under a tree is very new experience. What we
learn from here is different from any other place. Over here we learn to do our own things, be responsible and learn to
write. I love the fact that we get to do our own things. I really love it. I am happy to be a part of this school
Pathashaala.
By Anahita, Grade VI

how to dance in the rain.”

have the impression that

place. This place let's you look at
here, I realized that one can't
know or plan what will happen
in an experience but one can be
ready for it.

Vivan Greene
By Chaitanya, Grade VII
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Life at Pathashaala
An ode to nature
The fresh mornings with the beautiful landscape of sunrise, the view of sunsets; the star studded night sky. One can never find such mesmerising
landscapes anywhere else. As I remember these things, I recall one evening with Gautam Anna when he said about the beautiful sunset "Which canvas can
portray this beauty? Which image can capture it? Maybe some heart can hold it..."
Humaira, Grade X

A chord touched…
Imagination and adventure are part of life at Pathashaala. My best experience is when I was walking alone in the early morning, and I noticed
Sunshine.....
a newborn butterfly,
on the cement pavement.
This has been a place where you can give suggestions about the new things coming to this school using your imaginative skills. The different activities we
do make me open to a lot of different ways to learn. Eg. Pottery. I have never worked with clay before. I am also learning from my mistakes in my life here.
By Abhiram, Grade X

Picture perfect!
I was walking on the lonely new path with one of my friends. When my friend called me, I saw a beautiful sight - a Mexican thorn bush canopying one side of
the road. This beautiful scene- the silhouette of the canopying bush soothed me and epitomises Pathashaala.
Akilan, Grade X

Using intelligence...
Being in Pathashaala has helped me realise what I can do with intelligence. This intelligence was reflected in the survey as we came up with
suggestions for a sustainable future.
Siddharth Baroth,Grade X

A tryst with language and more...
When I first came to Pathashaala, I found the people here to be sensible, trustworthy, self-respecting, funny and good. They had eager minds and a will to
help. The atmosphere was completely filled with excitement, laughter, teasing and sheer mischief, it's like a child's dream coming to life and it was mine too.
At the end it is a remarkable journey that has taught me a lot of ADJECTIVES and NOUNS!
By Ashile, Grade VII
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Life at Pathashaala
Long walks can change you…
Long walks can change your life. It was a walk I will never forget. There was an announcement made in the dining hall (the current assembly hall) that we
would be going for a long walk towards the palm tree and beyond. I did not want to go for the walk. My legs were aching, and I walked unwillingly with my
fellow classmates up to the fence. There, I decided to take rest without the knowledge of the teachers who were initiating the walk. After a few minutes, I
couldn't see anyone, as the palm trees were very long and dense. As I wondered what to do, I remembered that one of my classmates was holding a stick,
and there was a line on the ground drawn towards the right hand side of the road where there was a turning.
I decided to follow the line. At that point of time, I did not know that the stick would change the next three hours of my life completely. As I kept walking for
a kilometre or two, I still saw nobody I knew. Soon I realised that I had come in the wrong direction, and that I was lost.
I started to cry, which I usually don't. I was in the seventh grade at that time. A woman saw me crying, and asked me what had happened in Tamil. I told her
that I was lost, and that I did not know the way back to my school. I asked her for her phone, and tried calling my father for five minutes, but he didn't pick up
the phone. It was only later that I got to know that he was at a meeting.
That woman was kind hearted, and offered me help. She said her husband would drop me back at school. I hesitated for a few minutes, but took the help as
I had no option. He took me back to the school, and on the way, Senthil Anna who worked at the office spotted me. I was glad to see him, and he took me
back to the school.
At the school, everyone was surprised to see me. The teachers were enquiring about what had happened, and I had to answer everyone. I am writing this
article after three years. I can still remember the incident as though it just happened yesterday. The man who helped me passed away a few months back.
That day, I did not get the opportunity to thank him; then I forgot… and now I know I will never be able to.
Prannav, Grade X

By Anainah, Grade VII
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From My Diary
Why?
If all of us are so intellectually developed that we invent fascinating things, write mind-boggling stories, make heavenly music and paint masterpieces, then why
don't we have the cognitive power to not fight over religion? One day it is like a pin-prick and the other day it's a holocaust! There is nothing wrong in following a
religion, or in worshipping any god.... . but what happens when you leave the tap open? The concept of religion or rather god seems to have developed from one's
unhappiness, fear and the unfairness in this world. It is also convenient - when I'm sad, I blame god; when I don't get something, I blame god, but when I'm
satisfied and happy not a single thought of god comes to my mind. But of course, this may be untrue in some cases. Labelling and grouping seem to have buried
themselves in our minds so intensely that we don't notice even if the same thing is said in every religious book. For example, though the Quran, the Bible, and the
Gita say the same thing: preach teachings of God and say the same thing: Believe in unity and love, we do not heed this in spite of our so-called 'dedication'. It is
unique how different people made different stories and ways to reach god but I still wonder whether god made man of man made god. By Niveditha, Grade VIII

Yes or No?
Can all questions have a yes or no answer? Most probably they do. Some such answers need extended explanations. Others don't. Something I had struggled with
for most of my teenage years was a tendency to please others and say 'yes' to whatever plea, request for help, or chore. I never once consciously thought of how
this behaviour might affect me as I grew up to handle bigger responsibilities and greater workloads. To make a long story short, I did not develop the perspicacity
to distinguish the point where other's needs should stop being my priority. The results were disastrous in the form of emotional outbursts for the most trivial of
circumstances - a book out of place, a simple blunder by a friend, ignoring my own problems until they magnified to the extent that I couldn't avoid them
anymore, a firm reluctance to accept help in any situation and worst of all, hiding serious issues from my parents because I somehow felt that I was being a good
child by not discussing those issues with them. At the end of this decade-long ordeal, my confidence levels hit rock-bottom.
I became conscious of this aspect of my behaviour over the next few years and my reaction to this realization manifested itself as a rebellious and vengeful attitude
towards most people around me. My parents could not fathom why I was behaving so erratically: extreme mood swings and long periods of aloofness. I had
decided then that the best way to heal myself was to learn to be selfish and say 'no' to everything, somehow assuming that this would neutralize my previous
'doormat' attitude. In my early 20s, I started reflecting on various aspects of life and analysing my own emotions and their roots. I felt that being averse to
everything or everyone was not the solution. Instead, I would have to bring in some semblance of balance in my decision-making. I could not figure out how to
practically achieve this.
My stay at Pathashaala has helped me to understand that change in anything must happen gradually and as naturally as the functions of the body. With reference
to my confusion between saying 'yes' and 'no' and collaborating, working or helping others or even in being part of any activity, I now try to think of the context of
that situation. Something which requires a 'yes' or 'no' answer must be clearly understood before one becomes part of it. A hasty 'yes' to participate is as
detrimental to the situation as a hasty 'no' to avoid contributing to, say, the solution of a problem. However, it doesn't mean that one must ponder endlessly over
options available, actions, reactions, or outcomes. Sometimes, when one has the guts to go with one's gut, things work out just fine. Even if they don't, what
matters is that one has made the effort to contribute.
By Srividhya, Educator-Learner
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Snapshots Over The Years
standing at
the window in the dorm
a boy watches
sheets of August rain
blur the rice fields
morning walk...
a row of students
walk along in silence
as the sun
rises over the fields
long sleep
on Sundays...
a wagtail gives up
its attempt to wake up
boys in the dorm
after rains...
boys with
rolled up pants
make channels
for water to drain
a games field
outside the school...
the long drive back
with students in the open truck
singing under the twilit sky

night walk...
we pause to see
fireflies in the tree
drinking tea...
a black-shouldered kite
hovering,
makes us
speechless
day break...
a boy runs to the field
to have a pump bath
one day trip...
a girl requests
the van driver to
change the song
in the music player
compost harvesting...
two boys carry a sack
to the rice fields
September morning...
more than my thoughts,
butterflies

monsoon season...
up in the sky
open bill storks circle
waiting for
an air thermal
board exam...the examiner from England
rides a bicycle
all the way to the dining hall
to drink tea
long walk...
with water bottles in sling bags children walk through
rice fields
towards the hill
under the blue sky
first day of the term..
a new student
walks away
from his parents
reluctantly
call of lapwings...
a jackal somewhere in
the moonlit field
K. Ramesh,
Headmaster [ Acting ]
Pathashaala [PCFL-KFI]
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K. Ramesh, EL

Yuvadeeban EL

Yuvadeeban, EL
Rishiwant, Grade IX

Jyothi, EL

G. Gautama, EL
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Arun, Grade IX

Siddhant, Grade X
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Anahita, Gra
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Divyansh, Grade IX
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Lino print by Navya, A Level
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Art, Pottery & Weaving
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The Gallery

Jyothi, EL

Rishiwant, Grade IX

Charan, Level-A

Charan, Level-A
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The Gallery

Rishiwant, Grade IX

Rishiwant

Yuvadeeban

Yuvadeeban, Educator-Learner

Rishiwant, Grade IX

Yuvadeeban, Educator-Learner
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The Language Corner - Hindi

By Mansi, Grade VII
By Ravish Kumar Mishra,
Educator-Learner
By Ananya, Grade VII
20

Photograph by Yuvadeeban, Educator-Learner

The monsoon months are rather
marked at Pathashaala. It is a time
when one sees many elusive birds,
butterflies and reptiles. Here one
can see the magnitude of the wind
during these times.
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Chants in the Rain

Monsoons

The Rain Song

The monsoon is a season
Nights are too dark in the monsoon
Storms mostly occur in the monsoon
Only rains in the monsoon
No sunny days in the monsoon…
Only happiness in the monsoon!
By Sanjan, Grade VI

How Helpful You Are!
You comedown and make farmers happy
Oh! How helpful you are!
Oh! How helpful you are!
You bring happiness with you into the whole wide world

A bit of rain
Fell on my nose
Time for a lot of fun
Time for water
Time for kids
Time for harvesting
Water is flowing
Water is spilling
Water is dancing
Water everywhere now!

By Tanishka and Shreya, Grade V

Peacocks also start dancing because they love you
Oh! How helpful you are!
Oh! How helpful you are!
You bring happiness with you into the whole wide world
You bring life to every living thing in the whole wide world
Oh! How helpful you are!
Oh! How helpful you are!
You bring happiness with you into the whole wide world
You make our life happier, healthier, clearer and cleaner
That is why everybody loves you so much!
By Mahathi & Anahita, Grade VI

By Anvi, Grade VIII
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An Ongoing Discussion...
An Ongoing Discussion...
Once I was sitting near my dorm and thinking about Pathashaala. I thought many things. Why can we not bring our cycles? Why do we eat food which is
good for our stomach and bad for the tongue? I felt fresh that day, so I kept on thinking. I got several thoughts. Perhaps we cannot bring cycles because if it
gets punctured, something breaks or gets loose, if we fall down because the roads are bumpy, if something goes into the tyres or tube... .
I thought many things at that time.
About food, the reason is very big! We all are living in a residential school. We all are far away from our parents. What if we get things that we want to eat?
For example, I want to eat junk food, which can cause a lot of problems to our stomachs as well as to our hearts. The staff in the school know it can cause a
lot of harm. If something happens to us, we will say that the school is not giving proper food. Whereas it is actually you who want to eat it. If we have such
things once a month, nothing big will happen. That is why school is providing you food good for your stomach and body; because you should be fit and
fine.
Pathashaala is a place where they are worried about us, our lives. Sometimes they also give us food that is bad for the stomach but good for the tongue.
So they also see our feelings and give food to us. They are very helpful; if I have any disease, a fever, they will cook food for me which will help me to be fine
again. I really like this. Overall, I think I am really happy about the food.
Sometimes when people cannot eat they try to waste food. I don't know why they do so. The food which we get is for us. For a single grain the farmers work
day and night and we just throw it. In some places poor people are dying without food. The farmers get very little money for a huge amount of grain.
We are really doing a bad thing......... .
By Akshar, Grade VI
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Imaginary
There was a backpack on her back. It felt empty.
A straight line stretched forth through the white nothingness. She could see it beckon her, to walk along it, keep it company. She heard the line
lament about its loneliness, a miserable existence. But she didn't want to walk along the line. She wanted to dissolve in the whiteness. But the line is
persuasive. What to do?
Quickly, she reaches in her backpack, hoping for something, she doesn't know what. The backpack is part of her existence. Perhaps she was born with
it. That's what she believes, at any rate.
The backpack feels sorry for her, and does not fail her. In the front pouch is a piece of black chalk. It's a hint, says the backpack.
I know, says she.
Help me, says the line.
She kneels and draws a circle, just touching the line. The whiteness stretches around her, above her, underneath her. She draws more shapes, more
figures, criss-crossing, creating. Days, months, years pass.
A world is formed, and she is not alone. She has taken off her backpack.
The backpack nods, takes the chalk, and walks along the line.And when she turns, she will find that neither of them exist. But for now, she is happy in
her world, because in there she is not lost.
By Kaveri, Educator-Learner
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Reflections on K
Why am I afraid ?
I feel I am scared, but I do not know why is it, why is it that I am getting scared. What is inside my brain that is making me scared - fear or something else?
I keep thinking about that different feeling I have inside me. What's going to happen? After I face it, I think its gone but some feeling is still there inside me,
hiding. So now I get emotional easily because I know I am sensitive; so the feeling inside me hiding,is it sadness?

By Eshaan, Grade VI

Have I Observed Enough?
Recently, when I was been standing outside the kitchen, I just observed the Akkas' faces; how happy they were while cooking for us. It just touched me as
they cook with so much love and care for a bunch of children who aren't even related to them. One part of me was very grateful and one part of me was
thinking, “What is it to care?”
My answers came through a reading of J. Krishnamurti. The truth he spoke, I feel, should be spread to everyone. Caring is a part of profound feeling - Love.
Love is not being in a relationship but shows itself through caring and helping. It is true intelligence !. Just the thought of freedom and a sense of openness
and observation leads to intelligence. The beauty of the bird's song can be truly appreciated through love. For me, it is just gentleness; the consideration
for the beauty of life. It's a feeling of freedom. Love is life itself. The movement of trees, the rustling of leaves, the song of the wind, even bolts of lightning....
I would conclude by saying that loving is caring and I truly think that the Educator-Nurturers[Non-teaching Staff] of our school show that!
By Ashile, Grade VII

Fear and Religion
Fear is when we are afraid of something, this is the simplest definition. But what more can we understand from fear? Let us take fear in religion, for example.
Fear occurs when you question a pattern according to J. Krishnamurti. Fear occurs when you are afraid what the society thinks of you - when you question
the pattern. When you question religion, fear builds in you. Why do we need to question religion? Religion, according to me, is a network on which you can
connect to god. People of different religions have different views on how to reach god. Religion is a stream in which fear can be triggered in every manner
possible. The only way we can overcome the fear in religion is to try to understand the religion and derive what you think is important from that and
implement it. When you are concerned about what the people of that religion think about you is when you feel afraid.

By Jignesh, Grade VII
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The Educator - Nurturers
A Day in the Kitchen
From dawn to dusk, Pathashaala's kitchen is always in action. Our Akkas, who work by turn in the kitchen, are full of life and radiate energy; they work very
hard for us to enjoy our meals - from early in the morning to late in the evening. Here is an account of a day in the kitchen by the Akkas:
“We start our work from 7 am, early in the morning, and work till about five in the evening. After we arrive, we prepare the ingredients necessary for the first
meal of the day - breakfast; we then start preparing the lunch. Before this we wash all the utensils used to serve and cook breakfast. We then prepare lunch
from about 9.30 am to 12.30 pm. We all eat together - it is such a good feeling! After lunch we tidy up the dining area along with some of you, and then
proceed to make snacks for the day, after which we continue to make dinner. We then wind up by about 5 pm,” elaborate Banu and Malar Akka.
Parimala Akka states, “This does not seem like work to me and I don't look at it as a burden. I don't feel tired at all at the end of the day's work, as my heart is
filled with the joy of being able to cook for all of us.” Thus ends yet another normal, but happy day in the kitchen for some very talented and amazing people
who happen to come early at dawn to Pathashaala.
By Deeksha and Diya, Grade VIII

Our Akkas' Voices:
“Times are changing, social status of women has improved over the years, yet life is hard and we are still not treated as equal as men.”
Sumathi Akka
“The infrastructure of the village is not good. The roads are bad, no ambulance and the water and electricity supply isn't good. I would like
this to change.”
Vasantha Akka

“I would prefer living in the village to living in the city. It is much easier and we are happier at home.”

Ilamalli Akka
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Our Social Studies Project

Our Projects This Term’

Projects are an activity that an entire class collectively work on.
For Grade VIII, it was a Social Studies Project centered around two main topics, 'The Revolt of 1857' and 'The Natural Vegetation and Wildlife of
Pathashaala'. I was a part of the Revolt Group. Our group presented a role-play on the main causes and effects of the Revolt of 1857. We first began by
centering each scene around the main cause. We collectively added in our ideas and came up with our own characters, scenes, and dialogues because of
which we had no trouble remembering them. We spent about two weeks on this project and learnt a lot about the Revolt of 1857 in the process. We also
got to know each other better.
The other group's work involved counting the number of trees in our campus, making a map of our school, finding out about Vallipuram's history,
observing butterflies and a lot more. Now, as a result, the students of the Natural Vegetation Group can identify almost every tree at Pathashaala among
many other things of value. It was a very wonderful learning experience, from which we all gained a lot. We look forward to more projects in the next term!

Theatre

By Diya, Grade VIII

This very word rings excitement in for most of us. Twelve people from our class chose to join the project during hobby time, for a month. We were an
inexperienced group - for most of us it would be the first time any of us were doing a formal play. I still remember the first exercise that we did. We had to
express our names in a very dramatic manner with actions and feelings. I was personally very shy and didn't do much. Over the next five days, we did
different exercises to understand and improve our acting skills, like make short skits in two minutes, mime, speak gibberish, yet make the other person
understand through enactment, and so on. The time constraint was limiting… then we took a decision that was the turning point: writing our own script in a
week! At first we came up with “Robbers at Pathashaala”. We started auditioning but stopped as we found the idea too clichéd. There was a point when half
the group wanted to quit. A heated discussion followed and finally we came up with one important decision, and that was to continue! The play we evolved
was called “Pathashaala 8”. We worked quite hard and also had our moments of fun, forgetting or speaking someone else's lines, mixing up scenes or just
bursting into a song or a dance. The one thing each one of us experienced was the creative freedom given to us. This one thing is what I think made our play
a grand success! The transition in three weeks has been immense -from a group of shy and bashful kids to amateur actors in the end! By Bhavya, Grade IX
On Gardening...
In our garden we have guava, sapota, pomegranate, lemon, amla, custard apple, mango, okra and brinjal. We have alluvial soil here. The soil was already
fertile, but still it needed some more preparation for planting. We ploughed the soil, added compost, made bunds and planted the sapling on top of it.
This is what our ELs had to say about their experience working in the garden with us: Karthik Anna: “I learnt where plants grow fast or slow in relation to the
soil quality. I also learnt how to communicate with students about gardening.”HaripriyaAkka: “I enjoyed working with students very much. I especially
enjoyed planting mustard and methi. I also learnt the names of many trees and their uses.”
And here is what some of the LEs who took gardening as a hobby had to say: Sanjay, Grade V: “Gardening is fun, because we learn more about nature and
identify the trees and plants.” Anvita, Grade:VI -“I enjoy gardening because I like studying about plants and what they really do.”
By Naghul & Sujith, Grade VI
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Our Workshops This Term
A Poetry Workshop with a Difference…
On 25th July there was a different kind of flock-together that happened in Pathashaala. Normally the flock-togethers happen on Thursdays but this took
place on Saturday night after dinner. The theme was Music and Poetry in honour of a guest who arrived at Pathashaala that night.
Her name is Sayujya Sankar, a budding poet and writer, who also happens to teach at Madras Christian College.
Sayujya (or Sayu Akka as she came to be called) absolutely enjoyed the Music & Poetry flock-together. Many came forward to read out some poem they
had written. Some people read acrostic poems about things close to their heart - school, home, parents, close relatives or friends. The next day, Sayu Akka
met with Naaval for a two-hour poetry workshop. During this workshop the LEs learnt Blackout Poetry and made a few of their own. In the afternoon Sayu
Akka met the students of Class IX. This session was about creating poems out of lyrics to popular songs. As it was a Sunday, Sayu Akka anchored a special
assembly as well. For the assembly, all LEs and ELs were divided into various groups; each group was given a small image and was asked to create a story
complete with characters, plot, and setting, which they presented towards the end. Many LEs stated that they finally found themselves appreciating poetry
much more, while Sayu Akka maintained that overall, it was a fantastic experience. She hopes to come again soon.

By Kaveri Murthy, Educator-Learner

Traditional games
Traditional games were introduced to our school by Savita Akka, from Buda Folklore. She is an expert in these games. She visited us one day and conducted
our special assembly. She spoke to us about how traditional games are mostly forgotten by people. After that she taught us a couple of games. The names
were hard to remember but many of us in the assembly knew our own games and even songs! Everybody enjoyed it immensely. We protested when
Ramesh Anna said that assembly time was up and that we had to return to class. We daydreamed about the games we played the whole day! That evening
after snacks, fun and games began again! We played a huge variety of games, and we were enjoying ourselves so much that we refused to leave when the
ELs (Educator-Learners) asked us to move to our dormitories. In fact, even in the dormitory we started to play some games Savita Akka taught us and we all
enjoyed ourselves till dinner. Sadly Akka left the following day. But we still play the games she taught us.

By Arjun, Grade VII
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Assemblies, Events & Highpoints This Term
The Day Trip
This is one of the daysthat are looked forward to; the days when getting ready does not include laziness. Almost everyone is on time for breakfast! The day
trip this term was a very memorable and fun-filled one. The whole school set off in four buses to Mahabalipuram and one could feel the excitement in the
air.Our first stop was the Shell Museum. This museum consists of shells of all shapes and sizes collected by a single person. It was wonderful to see a range
of shells; shells as small as ants and shells larger than a palm's length. We also visited an old fort, Alamparai [Alhambra], connected to the history of
Mahabalipuram. There are references to the region in Sangam literature as a trade post. The Mughals built this fort and by the end of the 17th Century it
was the primary port of trade for the Arcot Nawabs.The Alamparai Fort once had a 100-metre long dockyard stretching into the sea! Woven cloth, salt, and
ghee were exported. It was later gifted to Dupleix and then partly destroyed by the British. It also holds the burial sites of some of the first Dutch people
who set foot on this soil. Our trip ended with a fun-filled time at the beach nearby. This trip was informative and at the same time enjoyable. It was a day well
spent and everyone was tired and happy at the end of the day.
By Humaira Afshaan, Grade X

Gandhi Jayanthi celebrations
1 October saw a group of very special guests visiting our school. They were girls from the 'Rukmini Devi NatyaKshetra'. They transformed our evening to a
memorable event. Karunakaran Anna from Aseema Trust taught us spinning with the wheel a slightly modified version of the takli that we are growing
used to at Pathashaala. Then, under the open sky sat all of us eagerly and watched a mesmerisingBharatnatyam performance by girls who danced to songs
celebrating Gandhiji. They danced beautifully. Their movements had an air of grace to them. Their postures were also amazing because their spines were
straight and they held themselves very well. After the performance, the girls shared with us how the song and dance really got them thinking about
Gandhiji and how they had enjoyed it. Devika Akka of Aseema Trust who enabled this programme then spoke at length about Gandhiji, aided by a
PowerPoint presentation. I think that Gandhiji has said some very valuable things that one should try to understand. Gandhiji even predicted what would
st
happen in the 21 century. He said that big companies will replace the British and that is what has happened. Some People might think today that he is an
old man who fought for freedom and gave lectures but he is much more than that. He has given us ideas to think about, which make a lot of sense. The
topics might be very deep and not easy to implement, but you would understand the truth they carry. I hold a lot of respect and pride for him in my heart.
We are very grateful for the presence of Devika Akka and all the Akkas and Annas from Kalakshetra and Aseema Trust as well as all the girls who eagerly
participated with us in harvesting the compost from the dry toilets the next morning. They also enjoyed what we cherish here at Pathashaala - the pump
bath! After breakfast on 2nd October, we gathered at the Assembly Hall where we sang songs together, and also expressed our gratitude with small tokens
we had made during pottery and weaving sessions. We enjoyed making friendship bands for the girls, which we personally tied around their wrists. It was
indeed a memorable Gandhi Jayanthi for all of us.
By Mansi, Grade VII
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The Morning Assemblies At Pathashaala

Assemblies, Events & Highpoints This Term

For a community to survive and grow, confluence of minds at one place to explore various aspects of life is vital - from sharing that ranges from K readings
to silent assemblies! Our small community at Pathashaala assembles at 10.15 a.m. and does a wide range of things till 10.45 a.m six days of the week,.
I see the assembly as a profound space not merely symbolizing physical gathering, but one that also aims for the holistic development of every individual in
our community. As an extension of the classroom, the assembly nurtures a positive school ethos that stresses care for the self, others and the pursuit of
diverse forms of sharing and excellence.The assembly forum invites both Educator-learners and Learner-Educators equally to express themselves.
The central dome of the assembly hall brings a charismatic quality that reverberates not only with sound but also within, asa space of flowering. The
assembly hall welcomes everyone with a wide-open semicircular yard that at times metamorphoses into a performance stage. A convenient space to
accommodate 150 people - we conduct a range of assemblies.
The experience of singing together has been the tradition in Krishnamurti schools. The accompaniment of shruti and jalra adds a unique flavor to it. Like the
colors in a palette, the chosen songs represent diverse languages, religions, cultures, movements and styles. Through the songbook one travelsacross
India, Bangladesh and even up to native American settlements.
The audio-visual assemblies provide a recurring opportunity to sensitize the Pathashaala community on issues that may go unnoticed in the hustle-bustle
of our daily lives. Topics ranging from the snakes-next-door to the important work being carried out at the International Space Station thousands of miles
away orbiting the earth,a peek into the life of weaver birds, the mathematics of music, finesse and technique in football kicks, some thought-provoking
flash mob presentations and short films, a commentary on Thirukkural, and book reviews have been articulated and discussed at assembly.
A Kathak dance by Ananya, Bharatanatyam by Rithambara, acrostic poems read by Sreya and Tanishka, a lovely book review done by Diya and dance by
Sajith and Subodh are some of the interesting LE presentations this term.
An auditory feast is served through listening assemblies once in a week - Jazz, Fusion, Hindustani and South Indian classical music- both vocal and
instrumental, Tango, Arab vocal music, Acapella… legends of world music perform for Pathashaala!
The assembly also serves the democratic purpose of popular decision making on questions of critical importance to the school. The assemblies were used
this term to discuss and decide upon the pros and cons of the centralized laundry system, menu preferences, relationship with peers, and clothing
preferences. The diversity of opinions lead to open hearted discussion that may not always reach a conclusion!
The assembly is not just a routine but it's a process where ideas are articulated and evolved for the continued well being of the Pathashaala community.
Haripriya, EL Anchor-Morning Assemblies
Our special Sunday Assembly Resource People this term
Dr.SwarnaRajagopalan: Independence Day Talk
Shri M.N. Dinesh Kumar: Millets Independence & Interdependence
ShriNityanandJayaraman: Mercury in the Mist Unilever &Kodaikanal
Shri V. Ravisankar: Weaving a Ravi Varma painting
Shri R. Ashwin Kumar: What is learning to learn?
Shri Ram Subramaniam: Hind Swaraj What did Gandhi speak about?
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The Longitudinal Survey - From Year 0 to Year 1
What is a longitudinal survey?
Let's start with the definition of these two words: Longitudinal: data collected over a long period of time. Survey: an examination of opinions, behaviour etc.
made by asking people questions.
So, a longitudinal survey is nothing but data collected every year over a long period of time by asking people questions.
Our intentions for the survey were to get a better picture about our surroundings and evolve our own images of what India is. The survey would also help us
in our lives in the long run .
Over this process, I learnt valuable things which would help me in any part of my life. The first thing I learnt was how to talk to different people in different
ways. The second thing I learnt was about India first hand.
By Tanish Pandla, Grade X
The way we did it
2014-2015 was the first time a survey was being conducted by Pathashaala. I was part of the general survey group - the base of all other groups, and laying
a deep strong foundation was important for the upcoming groups to take over the survey with confidence. The survey which we did was a sample survey
and hence one in four houses in Vallipuram were surveyed over a range of things. A lot of effort and thinking have gone into the preparation. The
questionnaire that we evolved with the help of Hand In Hand was NSSO based - it consisted of questions regarding their income and expenditure, the
problems they faced, their sanitation and water supply, the way they look at Vallipuram, its infrastructure and amenities, among many other things. The
door to door survey was conducted by students distributed into groups of two and three along with an adult from Pathashaala.
I am truly happy that at Pathashaala I could be part of a real door-to-door survey. I have gained a lot of confidence, and learnt quite a lot about life in rural
India. In fact, I also learnt a bit of the local language in order to communicate with the village, which was a great learning for me. This experience is
something that I would carry along with me in the future.
By Humaira Afsaan, Grade X
Pathashaala'saim in initiating the survey
Our observation of opinions, behaviours, and lifestyles of the residents of Vallipuram was Pathashaala's aim in the longitudinal survey. It was a form of
exposure that would provide learning, and make a difference to our perspectives, ideas and thoughts. For myself, I am able to analyse issues with many
more ideas in mind and have, as a result, been able to judge matters keeping in mind a lot of detail and other factors. For Pathashaala, it has built a bond
with Vallipuram, and a means for our school to acknowledge its neighbours.
By Siddhanth Baroth, Grade X
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Focus Groups last year…
Focus Group : Natural Resource Management
In the survey, I focussed on natural resource management. My group mainly looked at three units under NRM - agriculture, water bodies and solid waste.
In agriculture, we interviewed farmers and got to know about the problems regarding the failure of agriculture in India. We also went and overs end the
conditions of the water bodies, and the quality of drinking water. We also observed what happens to the waste in Vallipuram - whether it is dumped or
burnt. I was involved in taking interviews, making notes and collecting and collating data; the choiceless part was making inferences. It was a rare
opportunity for me to go to a village that I know little about, despite living there, to talk to people and get to know about the dynamics of that village.
Though observations can be made, they are not easily available. This survey has also helped me learn to make presentations and write reports. I am
beginning to see its greater links as I study about human development.
By Akhilan, Grade X

Focus Group Micro credit
Being in the micro credit group, I noticed many opportunities the government is providing for the upliftment of women. But they are not all functional in
the village and this is the reason for various other problems. All the self help groups in Vallipuram are only into loaning, which is a bad indication of the state
of their livelihoods. We also went to banks and citizen centre enterprises which gave a new dimension to our thinking.
This survey has led me to a long road of learning. I have learnt many unique skills, but the most important skill I have picked up is the process of
documenting data.
By Aditya Vikram, Grade X

Focus Group Health
I belonged to the Health group, the significance of which seeped in only after I related it to my life. Being in the health group required us to look at the PHC
which is Vallipuram’s only access to healthcare, run by a single doctor, the sanitation facilities, and their importance for health, and of course,
malnourishment. Assessing the situation was done through comparing these dimensions with parameters that would be ideal for any community. The
situation of Vallipuram could be summarised by saying "I am fine, but could definitely use some more health care to become better".
By SiddharthBaroth, X Grade

Focus Group Education
For the survey, I chose to observe and research the state of school education in Vallipuram. We collected a lot of information, particularly related to
preschool and middle school, and I understood how important it is to learn how to learn. This survey has helped me develop my analysing skills. Now I can
speak more clearly on the stage without fear, which is a very valuable learning for my life. I also learnt how to work in a group.
Abhiram, Grade X
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The survey this year
Survey this was a word heard from everyone of us in Grade IX in the month of August. We had seen last year that our seniors had put in a humungous effort, and
many of us were scared or unwilling in the beginning why should we continue the survey? We argued with our ELs, and agreed finally that we would like to
learn about our neighbours, and also that the survey would play a major role in creating a practical understanding of our IGCSE subject, India Studies. From
then on, we ninth graders put a lot of effort into the survey. We started our discussions in our classes in August and built on our base plan.
On 4th September we went for a transect walk through Vallipuram observing the hitherto unknown environment of the village. From 6th September our
actual survey started, and it lasted for a week. We initially had interactions with farmers, youth, the PanchayatThalaivar, two PROs of the Block Development
Office, our Akkas and a few Self-Help Group (SHG) members. We then had two days of door-to-door survey a rapid reappraisal of the houses that had been
surveyed last year. We covered about 197 houses. A group of us also re-drew the map of Vallipuram. We visited the Hand in Hand VUP [Village Uplift
Programme] village of Aanoor. We saw their impressive SWM Project in Mamallapuram. We also had a few interesting Resource People who spoke to us,
like Nity Anna, Shiva Anna and Ashwin Anna who had given us the whole idea of the longitudinal survey. We then split into four focus groups related to our
interests: natural resource management, livelihood, microfinance and health.
Thanks to Sashikala Ma'am , Deputy BDO at Thirukazhukundram, we also visited Thathalur, where a VPRC [Village Poverty Reduction Committee] had been
set up under the TNSRLM Programme, and interacted with a large group of people who had gathered there. This interaction was an eye-opener for all of us.
This has indeed been a very enriching experience for us and provided us an opportunity to analyse, deduce and solve practical problems which arise in the
everyday lives of both villages and cities.
th

We plan to present our learnings from our experience of the longitudinal survey on 12 October during the 'Mann Vizha'. By Siddharth Parthiban Grade IX

Thank You, Ashwin Anna!
The longitudinal survey is the brain child of Ashwin Anna. Last year, it was he who introduced the idea of doing a survey of Vallipuram village over a long
period of time, and to learn, analyse and infer from the data each year. This year he arrived at Pathashaala for one half-day of discussion with us he opened
our many different perspectives. He advised us to plot the data in a comparative table, so that the change each year would be evident. He said that the
purpose of this, was to find and understand the cause/s of change and to plot transitions. He also gave different ideas for the focus groups…how to
document data in a manner that would help us interact and to support the building of a sustainable village economy. He told us to laminate the map and to
put it in a folder ring, so that for each year, the changes could be made without drawing a new map all over again.
He said, “Don't criticise last year's survey…build on it. That is the purpose of a longitudinal survey”
His visit expanded my thinking and my perspective of the survey. Thank you, Ashwin Anna!
By Siddharth Parthiban, representing Grade IX, X & Level-A
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What’s on the Platter?

Food pervades the mind, especially for the young. Sometimes one wonders how no other preoccupation of the mind is more dominating than the said
subject. For the same reason, one of the most daunting tasks is to please the taste buds as well as nourish the body. In an attempt to increase the
nourishment quotient, several steps have been taken by the school role-holders ever since the inception of the school. One of the latest was the
introduction of millets as a regular part of the Pathashaala diet. However, it remains to be a matter of careful orchestration of the body and the taste buds,
often stopping short with one millet dish per day. The more the millets, the more the noise. Constantly reinforcing the mightier properties of nutrition has
become the norm of the day.
After much deliberation and an open-house on food, glorious food, finally a strategy was evolved. It was time to shift from tentative footing. It was time to
standardise the menu, taking into account our learning from our experiments with millets. The process was kick-started by Gautama Anna with an
elaborate listing of all the dishes we make here at Pathashaala. This list was handed over to all the LEs and ELs one assembly and they were asked to note
down against each dish how often they would like these to appear in the menu during a month. An appeal was made again to the better senses of the
audience. Many of us kept our fingers crossed. Images of three-digit numbers against the pastas and pavbhajis of the list scrolled in rapid succession across
the mind-frame. With great trepidation, some of us leafed through the filled forms. Little rays of hope lit the papers and our minds. Surprise! The three-digit
numbers did not really happen and what's more, there were very few vents to gut-driven desires.
The next step was to analyse statistically the sensibly-filled forms. Four brave young men undertook the task of entering the data into the computer. Two
remained till the very end. The next step of the democratisation process would be consultation with all the Akkas from the kitchen; formation of a 'kitchen
committee' with representation from all the classes; analysis of the outcome of the survey and discussions and framing of the final 15-day menu. We hope
to inaugurate the scheme before the term ends. The aim is to balance the menu in every way; among many things, our need and our greed. The current
atmosphere has the scent of optimism: or will this be a tall order?
By Jyothi, Coordinator-Admissions
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Building, Growing, Sustaining...
The Millet Story
Millets, were once a part of our everyday diets. These long - ignored grains were introduced to Pathashaala to strengthen our muscles, bones and insight
th
into foods. Millets provide us the energy to start our day. They were introduced by Santhilakshmi Akka last term, on 27 March 2015 and since then
Pathashaala has taken another step towards a millet-friendly diet for all of us. When millets were first introduced, we thought they may be dull and bland
food, but Santhi Akka made the food more than just edible. The taste, smell and appearance aroused our taste buds.
Santhi Akka visits us for three days every month. She has introduced millet khichdi, foxtail millet idli, steamed millet balls, millet laddoos, millet kesari, millet
payasam, vegetable spread, cashew-based mayonnaise, millet upma, millet tomato bath, mouth-watering salads with vegetables and sprouts and many
more. She trained our staff to make pavbhaji and sambar powder, a step towards moving away from buying packaged goods. She also made us improvise
on our stew and avial preparations.
Dinesh Anna, a pioneer in growing and marketing organic millets has been one of the major suppliers of organic millets to the school. SanthiAkka
suggested that he could help us grow millet in an organised manner, and he came and spent two days at school. He told us about the benefits of millets
during a special assembly called 'Independence or inter-dependence?' Under his guidance, we have planted millet seeds in a three acre plot. We can now
see the green leaves sprouting from the fertile soil. It is noteworthy that millets do not consume more water and can sustain themselves on the monsoon
rains. It is a lot more healthy and sustainable for farming. Millets invoke a sense of giving respect to the earth - I believe millets are the future of the world.
By Siddharth Parthiban, Grade IX, Anainah, Grade VII

Investing in the future
“Being eco-friendly” is what many engineers and architects seem to want these days. In Pathashaala all our buildings are eco-friendly and do not harm the
environment. The first A-level batch stepped into one such dormitory newly-built. Along a row of three dorms, this dormitory is followed by their learning
spaces. The sixth generation dry toilets are being used by the A-levels, made of bricks; the seating and the bidet is made from bricks. A 10 cm x 10 cm square
hole makes up the toilet with a plastic seat and cover on top. Pathashaala is developing and is still learning about being green.
Another addition to the infrastructure is the new building for storing the sports equipment being built in the games field. The grey stones being laid will
give the building a strong base; it will sustain the building for several years. With the recently installed jungle gym, swing and rotating bar, the students of
Pathashaala are continuing to have fun! Besides these, the ground near the basketball court was prepared for playing community games and ultimate
Frisbee. Another platform is being prepared for playing volleyball, thanks to the valuable contribution of a parent of our school.
Residents of Ibis, Koel and Iora are soon going to have their own private 'adda'! A space is being developed where students can gather, share the day's
events; during beautiful mornings students could sit and reflect on their thoughts. The grey stones on the ground give it an ancient effect!
Finally, around all our buildings, cement bases are being built to strengthen the building. The campus is developing, and as it flourishes, the nature of the
school also changes: the greenery is accommodating itself to the changes. The atmosphere itself changes, and so does our thinking. I found myself
thinking about environmental sustainability while passing the new buildings. Development does not just mean improving one's surroundings, but
developing one's inner self through the changes in the environment. Pathashaala is investing in its future.
By Siddharth Parthiban, Grade IX
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